
With innovation at the core of digital transformation initiatives, many organizations are taking on “cloud first” IT strategies 
to more rapidly adapt and react to changing requirements. As more organizations invest in their cloud transformations, 
accelerated time-to-market is becoming a key driver for maintaining competitive advantage. Often, organizations lack the 
skillsets to quickly design, build, and deploy robust solutions, driving them to seek out similar solutions that may not meet all of 
their business requirements.

Adapt to evolving customer expectations
Drive innovation to remain competitive

Framing

Align on solution 

requirements and 

prioritization

IBM Garage is an engagement model designed to enable organizations to co-create solutions with a multi-disciplinary IBM 
team using IBM technology on AWS. Together with IBM Garage, organizations will gain the skills and knowledge needed to 
design, deploy, and manage innovative solutions that meet their unique business requirements on an accelerated timeline. IBM 
Garage’s proven methodology designed for lean, agile development can reduce solution design time by 75%. 

From modernizing cloud capabilities, to mitigating cost and risk, working with IBM Garage provides the expertise and best 
practices necessary for building innovative solutions on the cloud.

IBM Garage solutions for AWS
Co-create IBM technologies on AWS alongside IBM experts

IBM Garage

Build IBM Solutions at Startup Speeds 
on AWS

IBM Garage engagement workflow
Proven end-to-end workflow for a faster, low-risk solution build

Design Thinking

Align LOB and IT on 

business outcomes

Architecture

Determine architecture 

and roadmap for MVP

MVP Build

Align LOB and IT on 

business outcomes

Scale

Refine solution until it 

achieves outcomes and 

ultimately deploy into 

production

1 half or full day 1 week 1-week increments 6-8 weeks 6+ months
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Accelerating your journey to the cloud

Get started with IBM Garage
Contact our IBM Garage sales leaders to book your free Framing Session or Technical Discovery session to see how 
IBM Garage can accelerate your innovation and transformation.

Framing Session
Technical Discovery Session

A core strength of IBM is turning innovation and ideas into value. Today, that happens for IBM’s clients throughthe 
Garage methodology. The Garage methodology allows companies to develop a deep innovation culture through the 
support of a trusted partner in IBM and the right mix of services, technical, partner, talent, and design resources when 
they engage. The strength of the Garage methodology plus IBM’s strategic commitment to Garage results in a valuable 
partner in the development of a corporate innovation capability.

IBM Garage members (Lead, Cloud Architect, Full-Stack Developer, and Designer) engage with your team to co-create your 
solution while educating your team throughout the process. Regardless of where  your organization falls in the cloud lifecycle, 
IBM Garage can help accelerate your journey to:

IBM Garage customer success: IDC

Engagement models
Co-create in a medium that aligns with your business

Virtually

Collaborate with a Garage Squad 
through online meetings, ideation, 
discovery, and more through virtual 
mediums

On-premises

Host a Garage Squad on-premises 
where they’ll bring IBM capabilities 
and accelerators to you.

IBM Garages

Engage with a Garage Squad at one 
of IBM’s many physical locations 
located globally

“

IoT: Build smarter supply chains and benefit from advanced technologies like IoT, blockchain, and more.

Cloud: Build, deploy, and operate IBM Cloud® Paks – enterprise-ready containerized solutions that gives 
you a faster, more secure way to move core business applications to AWS. Add confidence to your cloud 
migration by working with IBM Security experts to identify vulnerabilities and address potential threats.

Artificial Intelligence: Incorporate AI to create intelligent workflows, drive autonomous decision 
making for end-customer solution development, and improve business continuity and modernization.

https://www.ibm.com/account/reg/us-en/signup?formid=urx-38886
https://www.ibm.com/account/reg/us-en/signup?formid=urx-45622

